
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: South Canterbury Racing Club Date: Friday, 10th October 2014 
Weather: Fine  
Track: Dead 5 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Davidson (Chairman), A Coles and C Boyd  
Typist: C McMullan 

 

GENERAL:  
Nil 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: RIO VENTURA, GOTTAGETMYWOOHOO, MISS SETON SANDS, VALIANT, RED DIRT GIRL, ABSOLUT 

EXCELENCIA, PRETTY GOOD EXCUSE, MOONOFKLAIRESSA 
 

Suspensions: Race 3 Apprentice R Cuneen (MISS SETON SANDS) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Shifting ground 1000 metres – Suspended 3 days from 13 
October to 25 October inclusive 
 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race 5 D Bothamley (MILK IT) 
[Rule 330(3)(c)] – Unable to make contract weight - $100 fine 

  5 D Bothamley (MILK IT) 
[Rule 340] – Misconduct (offensive language towards officials) - $300 fine 

  5 Trainer T Kennedy (RI’GAH BROOK) 
[Rule 616(3)] – Presenting horse without notified gear (namely blinkers) - $50 fine 

  6 Co-trainers J Hay/A Carston (REVOLUTIONARY) 
[Rule 616(3)] – Presenting horse without notified gear (namely blinkers) - $50 fine 
 

Warnings: Nil   

Bleeders: Race 7 FINTORRO – Stood down for 3 months 

Horse Actions: Race 1 MARIA SANTOS – To barrier trial to Stewards satisfaction prior to racing next 

  3 PIENZA – Veterinary clearance required prior to racing next 
 

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Race 5 MILK IT – L Callaway replaced D Bothamley (unable to make contract weight) 

Late Scratchings: Race 1 MARIA SANTOS at 12.24 pm at the barrier 

  3 PIENZA at 12.45 pm on veterinary advice 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 CENTRAL SI OWNERS & TRAINERS AWARDS MAIDEN (1200m) 

This race was delayed 3 minutes when MARIA SANTOS proved difficult to load, then reared over backwards dislodging 
rider C Johnson and making contact with the running rail. C Johnson was uninjured in this incident. MARIA SANTOS was 
declared a late scratching by the Starter at 12.25 pm. The connections were advised that MARIA SANTOS must barrier trial 



 

 

to the Stewards’ satisfaction prior to racing next.  
EL GUAPO shifted in abruptly at the start simultaneously to PEGGY’S CHOICE shifting out abruptly, resulting in ANOTHER 
COUP being crowded and losing considerable momentum. 
DONNA FLAMINGO began awkwardly and shifted out making heavy contact with MY KINDA MAGIC, with DONNA 
FLAMINGO losing ground. 
PEGGY’S CHOICE over raced in the run to the first turn and had to be restrained off heels. ABELL ROAD which was racing 
keenly also had to be restrained off heels at this point. 
FASHIONALITY raced wide throughout. 
SPIDER LILY got its head up when racing keenly passing the 800 metres. 
THE YOUNG PRETENDA had to be steadied passing the 800 metres when PEGGY’S CHOICE which was racing greenly shifted 
in. 
GEE WIZ GERRY got its head up when being restrained passing the 800 metres. 
EL GUAPO was held up rounding the final bend, gaining clear racing room inside the 350 metres. 
PEGGY’S CHOICE was also held up rounding the final bend and continued to race in restricted room, only gaining clear 
racing room inside the final 200 metres. 
Also at the 350 metres THE YOUNG PRETENDA shifted outwards when looking for clear racing room and made contact on 
at least two occasions with ANOTHER COUP. 
ANOTHER COUP and THE YOUNG PRETENDA then jostled passing the200 metres, with ANOTHER COUP shifting in and 
making contact with THE YOUNG PRETENDA passing the 50 metres. 
When spoken to regarding the performance of ANOTHER COUP, rider D Walsh advised he was badly hampered at the start 
and got further back than expected but ran on fairly over the concluding stages. 
 

Race 2 PORT FM 1200 3YO MAIDEN (1200m) 

SIGNIFY was slow to begin. 
KING OF THE TURF began awkwardly. 
MADAM BENTLEY jumped inwards as the start was made making contact with GOODTAGO. 
Passing the 350 metres KING’S VIOLET shifted in under pressure, momentarily inconveniencing MYSTIFY ME which had to 
be steadied away from heels. 
MR TREV was held up for several strides passing the 200 metres and had to change ground inwards to find clear racing 
room. 
SIGNIFY lay outwards during the running and proved difficult to control, particularly on the bend from the 800 metres to 
the 400 metres. The trainer of SIGNIFY advised the Stewards that he would be making gear changes prior to the gelding’s 
next start. 
When spoken to regarding the performance of COMMIX, rider C Johnson advised that the filly had disappointed when 
placed under full pressure in the final straight and failed to respond. 
 

Race 3 LIKE US ON FACEBOOK 1200 MAIDEN (1200m) 

PIENZA was a late scratching at 12.45 pm on veterinary advice after it was found to be sore in the left front flexor tendon. 
The connections were advised that a veterinary clearance is required prior to racing next. 
WANDERIN STAR was slow to begin. 
PAT IN BRACKETS bounded as at the start was made. 
INCITE A RIOT also began awkwardly. 
Racing towards the 1000 metres MISS SETON SANDS (R Cuneen) shifted in, resulting in INCITE A RIOT having to be severely 
restrained and checked off heels. Apprentice R Cuneen admitted a charge of careless riding under Rule 638(1)(d) with the 
Judicial Committee suspending his licence to ride at race meetings for 3 days effective 13 October to 25 October inclusive. 
PERFECT JAZZ raced wide through the early stages. 
OATH raced wide throughout. 
When spoken to regarding the disappointing performance of favoured runner WANDERIN STAR, apprentice rider E Power 
advised that after a slow beginning she got further back than anticipated but the mare battled on fairly in the home 
straight. 
When spoken to regarding the performance of favoured runner INCITE A RIOT, rider C Johnson advised that after racing 
very keenly early the gelding had been disappointing when failing to let down over the concluding stages. 

Race 4 D’CASH DASH RATING 85 (1200m) 

YA DREAMIN JONESY shifted out abruptly at the start crowding ASHBURN LANE which was buffeted. 
VALIANT raced keenly and wide through the early stages. 
COLOURFUL LADY had to be restrained off heels passing the 550 metres. 
 

Race 5 HARDGRAVE DECORATING SPRINT RATING 65 (1200m) 
Trainer C Trembath was spoken to regarding the late declaration of rider for GARTARTAN LAD, with her explanation being 



 

 

accepted. 
Trainer T Kennedy admitted a breach of Rule 616(3) for presenting RI’GAH BROOK without blinkers and was fined $50. 
Rider D Bothamley admitted a breach of Rule 330(3)(c) in that he was unable to make his contract weight as the rider of 
MILK IT and was fined $100 by the Judicial Committee. D Bothamley was replaced by L Callaway. 
Rider D Bothamley admitted a breach of Rule 340 in that he misconducted himself at the scales by using offensive words 
towards officials. After hearing evidence the Judicial Committee fined D Bothamley the sum of $300. 
MILK IT shifted out at the start making firm contact with KODEMA which lost ground. 
DOMINIO began awkwardly, shifted out abruptly and had to straightened, losing ground as a result. 
BOGART shifted in abruptly at the start and had to be straightened. 
EL DORADO SUN raced wide throughout. 
Passing the 200 metres VANILLA shifted ground outwards momentarily placing MILK IT in restricted room. 
 

Race 6 POINT LUMBER MILE RATING 85 (1600m) 
Co-trainers J Hay and A Carston admitted a breach of Rule 616(3) for presenting REVOLUTIONARY without notified gear 
(namely blinkers) and were fined $50. 
KINGS PAL began awkwardly and got back. 
CONFEDERATE shifted out under pressure passing the 200 metres, momentarily placing REVOLUTIONARY and DAVONE 
CODE in restricted room. 
KINGS PAL raced in restricted room for the last 100 metres and went to the line not fully tested by its rider. 

 

Race 7 PATAPAN & ONCEUPONATIME 1600 RATING 65(1600m) 
D Prastiyou, the rider of BELT UP, lost his whip when it became entangled in the starting gates. 
GILD THE LILY bounded at the start and lost ground, and raced wide throughout. 
PRESLEY also began awkwardly and got back as a result. 
ANOTHER EDITION began awkwardly, shifted out and crowded ENCHANTER which also lost ground. 
BLACK HENNESSY raced wide through the early to middle stages. 
FINTORRO which returned to the birdcage with blood present in both nostrils underwent a veterinary inspection and was 
declared a bleeder and stood down for the mandatory three months. 
When spoken to regarding the improved performance of PRETTY GOOD EXCUSE, co-trainer  J Hay advised the Stewards 
that the mare had been unlucky in her first start for the stable and with improved track conditions a forward showing had 
been expected. 
 

Race 8 SPEIGHTS STAYERS MAIDEN (2100m) 
The start of this race was delayed 8½ minutes due to the horses arriving late at the start area and subsequent request of 
the TAB. 
FAIR SPOKEN was slow to begin. 
MOONOFKLAIRESSA raced wide into the first bend before being taken forward to lead. 
FAIR SPOKEN raced wide when improving forward to lead at the 1400 metres. 
Also racing into the first bend LADY GRACE had to be restrained when racing keenly in tight quarters. 
R Cuneen, the rider of STRATEGIC RIDE, dropped his whip passing the 400 metres. 
When spoken to regarding the performance of favourite CHAPARRAL’S JET, rider R Bishop advised that the holding nature 
of the Dead track, particularly on the inside, had been unsuited to the gelding today. 
CHAPARRAL’S JET which returned to the birdcage with a swollen left eye underwent a veterinary inspection which found 
the injury to be consistent with being hit with a clod during the running. 
 

Race 9 PLEASANT POINT COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 2100 R75 (2100m) 
The start of this race was delayed 9 minutes on TAB request.  
IRISH DUDE raced keenly in the early stages. 
DELACROIX raced wide through the early and middle stages. 
ASTROTURF was held up in the early part of the run home. 
 

 


